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The most important Nordic flower painter
Johan Laurentz Jensen (1800–1856) is the most influential still-life
painter in the Nordics. His beautiful flower and fruit paintings and
the rarer kitchen and game still lifes have always had an appreciative audience, and his works adorn many Danish and international
art collections. In recent decades J.L. Jensen’s art has attracted
increasing international interest, yet in his own time, he was
underappreciated by his contemporaries, and he never got the
permanent place in Danish art history that the artistic quality of his
work warrants.
From village life to royal palaces
The book tells the fascinating story of a schoolteacher’s son from a
small village in the Danish countryside who brought international
flower painting to Denmark and transplanted it here in his own
style. He elevated porcelain painting to new artistic heights in porcelain services commissioned by the Danish royal family, for whom
he also decorated royal palace interiors with still lifes of nature on a
grand scale.
The works of J.L. Jensen represent dreams of everlasting beauty
and eternal life. His works have thus far remained fairly neglected
in art history literature, but that shortcoming is now finally re-medied with this in-depth scholarly and richly illustrated documentation of J.L. Jensen’s life and artwork. The two authors, art historians
Marie-Louise Berner and Mette Thelle, have studied the topic for
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many years, and the editor of the book is The Nivaagaard Collection’s chief curator, Birgitte von Folsach.
J.L. Jensen at Nivaagaard
The publication of the book coincides with the opening of the most
comprehensive exhibition ever about J.L. Jensen, which is presented at The Nivaagaard Collection from 21 January through 12
August 2018. Museum Director Andrea Rygg Kaberg says:
It is a great pleasure to publish the first book exclusively about
J.L. Jensen on the occasion of our special exhibition of his work.
’Blomster-Jensen,’ [Flower-Jensen] as he is known colloquially,
is a beloved and brilliant Danish Golden-Age painter, who has
academically stood in the shadow of other students of Eckersberg.
His flower paintings are masterly executed and full of sensuous
beauty. Both historians and the general public, especially those
who have an interest in botany, will surely enjoy the book.
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